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Block  22,23 &24 

I. Match the following  :  

       1. Mule                                    a. To travel  across a desert 

       2. Scooter                               b. To travel across a forest  

      3. Elephant            c. To climb up a hill  

      4. Truck                                   d. To carry things short distance  

      5.  Pushcart                            e . To carry people short distance  

     6.   Camel                                 f. To carry things long distance    

II. Fill in the blanks : 

   7. We use a -----------------ship to carry oil . 

  8. We use a -----------------ship to carry other things.  

  9. We use a ---------------to lift people during earthquakes. 

10. ------------------was the earliest type of aircraft. 

11. The -----------------can fiy with around 250-300 people. 

12. The biggest highways are the ---------------highway s on which many vehicles 

      can travel together .  

13. -----------------is building materials made from lime and clay. 
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14. --------------is coal ,gas ,or oil burnt to move vehicles . 

14. --------------is a deep hole on aroad. 

15 .-------------------is a moving machine to pull trains. 

16.  ------------means things carried on ships or aeroplanes. 

17. ---------------- is a boat  to carry people across short distances. 

18. Small ships or big boat that moves with a steam engine called --------------. 

19. Separate parts of a train coach  called ------------------- . 

20 . -------------is apassenger car in a train. 

III.Answer the following questions : 

1. Describe the different types of road vehicles and what they are used for . 

2. Describe the different types of animals that are used for transport. 

3. Describe  aboutBullet train , Metrotrain , Local train . 

4.  Describe  two benefits of air transport . 

5. Describe two benefits of water transport . 

1V. Identify   the pictures given below and write its name  
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Do as directed: 

 


